Components Include:
Gold
Pins

Fully Assembled
Drawer Box

Steel
Pins
Special
Easy Grip Screws

2
Install
this shelf
next to
drawers
first

If you have a bottom
shelf in the frame next
to your drawers, install
it before the rails.

6

Double Sided Drawer
Rail. This is ONLY used
with side by side drawers
using a "Shared Upright".

Drawer Front

3

4

Insert Gold
Pins in holes
above rail

(Not Included)
Start by setting Steel
Pins in place to support
drawer rails.
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You can insert steel pins
on the reverse side of
upright or gold pins if
there is no access to the
other side of upright

Gold pins are thinner to
allow access over metal
drawer rail

IMPORTANT
REMINDER:
You must secure
uprights to wall
when you have
drawers

After the steel pins are set, insert Left and Right Drawer Rails to sit on top of the pins.
IMPORTANT: Insert a steel pin above on the rear upright for each Drawer Rail.
INSERT THE TOP STEEL PIN FROM THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF UPRIGHT. Or use our
GOLD pins that are thinner and will be easier to slide over the drawer suspension.
VERY IMPORTANT: These pins will prevent the drawer from falling when pulled out.

Suspension/Glide

Insert steel
pins in first
holes above
rails

Philips Head
Screw Driver

Drawer Rails
Left & Right

Plastic Shims

1

Tool
Needed:

IMPORTANT: All frames must be
secured to wall. See details on
wall brackets.

7
Correct
(No Gap)

Metal Rail
The metal rail on the drawer box will slide into
the suspension/glide on the drawer rail.

Important:

If you have any shelves in a frame
next to your drawers, you will need to
install these shelves as you install the
drawer rails. Otherwise, you will not
have room to slide the shelves in after
drawer rails are installed.

Incorrect
(Gap showing)

Pull Out

Pull suspensions partly out as shown. Then carefully slide drawer into this part on both sides. This
can be a little difficult at first. Once they are correctly seated you will need to push the drawer very
firmly into place. You will hear a click. Then pull the drawer out and it should open and close easily.
Need to remove the drawer?
You can remove any drawer at
any time. Look for a black lever
on each side of the drawer
suspension/glide. On the left
side you will pull up to release.
On the right side you will push
down to release. Then pull out
your drawer.

Pull up on left
side of drawer

Push down on
right side of
drawer

Questions? Call us Toll Free in US: (888) 989-1370
Monday - Friday, 8:30 - 5:00 Pacific Standard Time
After hours you can Email us at: installation@ recomgroup.com
Lundia is part of The Recom Group, Inc. 449 Borrego Court, San Dimas, CA 91773 Ph.(909) 599-1370
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8
Steel Pin
or Gold Pin

Set the 2nd set of Drawer Rails on the 3rd pin hole above the box just placed. Remember to add a pin above the Drawer Rail on the back upright to prevent the
drawer from falling when it is pulled out. Use either the steel pin or gold pin depending on your access to the upright.
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Fixed
Cross Rail

You will
need to
use a Gold
Pin here.

This is an example above where you
have to use a Gold Pin in the back of
the upright above the rail.

Install all of your drawers first, before
attaching any drawer fronts.

If you are installing a stack of 4 or more drawers, you may want to temporarily
install the top shelf above your drawers first. Sometimes the fixed cross rail can
make it difficult to install this shelf after drawers rails are installed.
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Installing
Drawer Fronts
Starting with the first drawer, set the BLACK Shims as shown above. Balance
them on the cross rail. These are 1/4"thick and will set the first gap.

Black Shims

All shims above will
be RED (1/8"thick)

Starting with the first drawer box, peel off the protective film of the 3 strips of
double sided tape. Place the drawer front by setting it on the shims and centering
it so that the thin gaps on the left and right are equal. Press firmly.
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For the second drawer front and any additional fronts, you will use the RED Shims to set the proper gap. Now you will balance the shims on the lower drawer front.
Set all remaining drawer fronts this way. The last drawer on top should have a shelf above it to close it off. The final step is permanently attaching the drawer
fronts with screws. Working from the top drawer down secure the drawer fronts with screws as noted below. Remove each set of shims after you've installed screws.

12

Screw our "Easy Grip" screws through the
drawer box into the Drawer Front for a
permanent installation.

Trouble Shooting
We rarely have any issues with our drawers. However, we have included solutions below for possible problems you may be experiencing.

Gaps are not even
Solution 1: Your frame is not "Level". You will need to use a level against the upright to verify. If it is not level, you will need to reinstall
your frames. Make sure the uprights and cross rails are level before securing frames to your wall.
Solution 2: You can remove a drawer front or drawer fronts by prying them off (You will need a flat head screw driver to help you do this).
Reposition the front(s) and reattach with screws.

Drawer doesn't slide smooth
Solution: The drawer slides have not been inserted properly. Remove the drawer (See first page on how to remove a drawer). Reinstall the drawer.

If this does not help, you can reach us after hours by email at: Installation@ RecomGroup.com
Or, you may call us during the week. We are open Monday through Friday, 8: 30am to 5:00pm Pacific Time.
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